
Annex 1: Statistical Breakdown 
 
All percentages have been rounded to two decimal points; I have disregarded the “other 
category” as it is unclear what this relates to, I assumed it was possibly adjournments, or 
duplicated cases.  
 
Table 1: the five-year breakdown  

 
 
 
Over approximately a five-year period, there were 15,445 (17,145-1,700 withdrawn) paper 
appeals – 4960 of which were allowed (4960/15445 x 100 = 32.11%). In the same time 
period, there were 234,595 (263,715 - 29,120 withdrawn) oral hearings, 109,975 of which 
were allowed (109,975/234,595 x 100 = 46.89%). The difference between these percentages 
is 14.78% (46.89%-32.11% = 14.78%). 
 

 
[percentage difference] / [allowed paper appeals] x 100 
 
An Appellant has a 46.03% increased chance of their appeal being allowed if they have an 
oral hearing. 
 
To confirm whether there is a correlation between hearing type (oral/paper) and outcome 
(allowed/dismissed), a chi-squared test was undertaken. The null hypothesis, or default 
position, in this case was that there is no correlation between decision type (oral or paper) and 
outcome (allowed or dismissed). 
 
In order to reject the null hypothesis, and find that there is a link between hearing type and 
outcome, the statistics would have needed to show this correlation with 95% certainty or 
higher.  
 
The calculations for this are below: 
 



 
 

 
 
In this case, having calculated a chi-squared value of 1122.03, the p-value was found to be 
9.97×10-268. For those struggling to visualise that number, it is a decimal point, followed by 
267 zeros, before the first 9.  
 
In order to reject the null hypothesis (that there is no link between hearing type and outcome) 
the p-value would have to be below 0.05. Here, the p-value is so unbelievably small, and well 
below 0.01, that the null hypothesis can be categorically rejected.  
 
Instead, the experimental hypothesis is found to be the case – that there is a very strong 
correlation between where the decision takes place (in an oral hearing or on the papers) and 
the decision itself (allowed or dismissed). 
 
In other words, the chi-squared test shows a strong link between hearing type and outcome 
with well over 99.99% certainty. 
 
  



Table 2: breakdown by type of case  

 
 
Asylum appeal breakdown:  
 
Number of withdrawn oral hearings over the 5-year period: 
520+665+720+665+885= 3,455 
Total effective oral asylum appeals: 73,375 - 3,455= 69,920 
Total allowed oral asylum appeals: 4085+6195+6745+6440+6310= 29,775 

 
Total dismissed oral asylum appeals: 6725+8335+10165+8005+6705= 39,935: 
39,935/69,920 x 100 = 57.12% 

 
 
Total effective paper asylum appeals: 55 

Total allowed paper asylum appeals:  

Total dismissed paper asylum appeals:  
 
Difference between allowed oral asylum appeals and paper asylum appeals: 42.58% - 9.1% = 
33.48%.  
 

 
[percentage difference] / [allowed paper appeals] x 100 
 
You have a 367.91% increased chance of having your asylum appeal allowed if you have an 
oral hearing as opposed to on the papers. 
 
Deportation appeal breakdown: 



Number of withdrawn oral hearings over the five-year period: 240+150+225+235+180= 
1,030 
Number of effective oral deportation appeals over the five-year period: 12,455 – 1,030 = 11, 
425 
Total allowed oral deportation appeals: 1,180+570+705+645+665 = 3,765;  

 
Total dismissed oral deportation appeals: 2,820+1,195+1,050+1,185+1,300=7,550;  

 
 
Total withdrawn paper deportation appeals:5+10+10+10=35 
Total effective paper deportation appeals: 430-35 = 395 
Total allowed paper deportation appeals: 25+20+30+10+5 = 90:  

 
Total dismissed paper deportation appeals: 110+65+55+35+30 = 295:  

 
 
 
Difference between allowed oral deportation appeals and paper deportation appeals: 33% - 
22.78% = 10.22%.  
 

 
[percentage difference] / [allowed paper appeals] x 100 
 
You have a 44.64%. increased chance of having your deportation appeal allowed if you have 
an oral hearing as opposed to on the papers. 
 
Migration – In Country breakdown 
Number of withdrawn oral hearings over the five-year period: 
3,245+2,655+3,145+5,735+3,780 = 18,560 
Number of effective oral migration appeals over the five-year period: 125,575 – 18,560 = 
107,015 
Total allowed oral migration appeals: 11,855+9085+10070+12400+8890 = 52,300 :  

 
Total dismissed oral migration appeals: 14,000+11,785+10,170+8,985+8,180=53,120 

 
 
Total withdrawn paper migration appeals: 90+90+70+65+50 = 365 



Total effective paper migration appeals: 12,320 – 365 = 11,955 
Total allowed paper migration appeals: 680+1,110+930+395+320 = 3,435 

 
Total dismissed paper migration appeals: 2,445+2,240+2,225+830+575 = 8,315:  

 
 
Difference between allowed oral migration appeals and paper migration appeals:  

 
[percentage difference] / [allowed paper appeals] x 100 
 
You have a 70.10%. increased chance of having your migration appeal allowed if you have 
an oral hearing as opposed to on the papers. 
 
International Group – EC 
Number of withdrawn oral International Group hearings: 1,220+725+1,410+1,350+1,230 = 
5,935 
Number of effective oral International Group appeals: 50,555 – 5,935 = 44,620 
Total allowed oral International Group appeals: 4,545+3,470+7,320+3,680+4,570 = 23,585:  

 
Total dismissed oral International Group appeals: 6,320+4,145+5,175+2,380+2,810 = 20,830 

 
 
Number of withdrawn paper International Group appeals: 20+40+85+205+900 = 1,250 
Total effective paper International Group appeals: 3,925 – 1250 = 2,675 
Total allowed paper International Group appeals: 165+380+290+285+265 = 1,385 :  

 
Total dismissed paper International Group appeals: 320+290+265+210+185 = 1,270 :  

 
 
Difference between allowed oral International Group appeals and paper International Group 
appeals: 52.86% - 51.78% = 1.08%.  
 

 
[percentage difference] / [allowed paper appeals] x 100 
 



You have a 2.09%. increased chance of having your International Group appeal allowed if 
you have an oral hearing as opposed to on the papers. 


